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previous books

Down To The Dirt, Harper Perennial Canada, 
2004

Right Away Monday, HarperCollins Canada, 2007

marketing plans 

August 17 
Woody Point Writers Festival, Woody Point nl

September 
13 |  Launch at The Ship, St John’s
Launch in Toronto

Joel Thomas Hynes is the award-winning author of the 
novels Down to the Dirt and Right Away Monday. His short 
fiction and personal essays have been published in numerous 
anthologies, periodicals and newspapers, including The Globe 
and Mail and the Independent. He is also the author of several 
celebrated stageplays, including Incinerator Road, Broken 
Accidents, The Devil You Dont Know (co-written with S. 
White) and his one-man play Say Nothing Saw Wood, which 
won the nl  Arts and Letters Award for Best Dramatic 
Script and the Contra Guys Award for Outstanding Script 
at the SummerWorks Theatre Festival in Toronto. Hynes is 
a recipient of the Lawrence Jackson Creative Writing Award, 
the 2010  Cuffer Prize and Newfoundland and Labrador Arts 
Council’s Artist of the Year Award. Hynes has performed 
numerous leading roles for stage, film and television, 
including the Gemini winning series Hatching Matching and 
Dispatching, Re-Genesis, Crackie and Down to the Dirt. He lives 
in St. John’s nl .
     Straight Razor Days is Hynes’s first work of poetry. This 
new work, unlike his fiction, moves in more tender directions 
as Hynes examines the masculine mores and manners of 
Newfoundland in general and in the poet’s own family in 
particular.

“It’s impossible to overemphasize the acclaim and hype that 
surrounded Joel Hynes’ first novel, Down to the Dirt, here in 
the Newfoundland literary community. This brash bad-boy 
novel has such a tang of raw, honest firsthand experience that 
some people have suggested it should have been a memoir 
instead ...refreshing.”  

— compulsiveoverreader.wordpress.com 

Straight Razor Days

poems by Joel Thomas Hynes
isbn 1-897141-42-4
978-1-897141-42-7
$20 | paper
August 2011

cover art  
Hunter (Encephalopathic bear) by Michael Pittman

warren heiti currently teaches in the 
Philosophy Department at Dalhousie University 
in Halifax. His graduate studies were undertaken 
at the University of Victoria, BC, where he was 
supported and influenced by Jan Zwicky, Tim 
Lilburn, Patrick Lane, Lorna Crozier and Derk 
Wynand, among others. He is a strong poet, and 
poets across the country are eagerly anticipating 
this debut work.

previous publications in anthologies

Best Canadian Poetry in English 2010. Lorna 
Crozier, ed. Toronto: Tightrope Books, 2010

Lyric Ecology. Mark Dickinson and Clare Goulet, 
eds. Toronto: Cormorant Books, 2010

Best New Poets 2009. Kim Addonizio, ed. 
Charlottesville, va : Samovar Press, 2009

Breathing Fire 2: Canada’s New Poets. Lorna 
Crozier and Patrick Lane, eds. Roberts 
Creek, bc : Nightwood Editions, 2004

Hydrologos is one long poem composed in five suites and a 
coda, and spoken through masks. It is a poem about a specific 
passion, the one that always follows love: sorrow. What 
happens to a human being under the geologic pressure of 
this passion? — One calls out, and the world’s response is 
silence. The work of sorrowing, one learns, is the work — 
the endless work — of listening, by which the listener is 
changed. At the poem’s centre is the original lyric elegy, the 
myth of Orpheus, but reimagined from the perspective of 
Eurydike, who makes her own descent into the underworld, 
to rescue Death. The poem spirals out from this centre, 
ranging widely across literary eras and genres, engaging with 
ancient Greek mythtellers and philosophers; with Polish 
painters and Russian filmmakers; with German Romantic and 
contemporary Canadian poets.
     An astonishing debut.

marketing plans 

October
19 to 22  | Vancouver Intl Writers Festival, Poetry Conference

24  | Open Space Gallery with Maleea Acker & Jan Zwicky / 
       Tim Lilburn class at UVic / Victoria bc

25  | Tree Reading Series in Ottawa

27  | Atwater Poetry Project reading, mtl

November 
Reading with Sue Sinclair at unb , Fredericton

Reading at msvu , Halifax

Saint Mary’s University event in Halifax

Launch in Toronto

Hydrologos 

poems by Warren Heiti
isbn 1-897141-43-2
978-1-897141-43-4
$20 | paper
October 2011
Guest edited by Jan Zwicky 

cover art  
Tafoni by Larry Foden
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sandra ridley has received the bpNichol 
Chapbook Award, the Alfred G. Bailey Prize 
and was twice a finalist for the Robert Kroetsch 
Award for Innovative Poetry. Her first book of 
poetry, Fallout (Hagios Press), won the 2010 
Saskatchewan Book Award for Publishing and a 
selection from it was produced and broadcast by 
cbc  Radio One.

previous books

Fallout, Hagios Press, 2010

A visceral journey through illness, treatment, healing and 
regeneration, Post-Apothecary chronicles the relationship 
between captor and captive, doctor and patient, that is by 
turns sensual, terrifying, clinical and tender. Borrowing from 
historical medical and psychological practice, it explores the 
liminal space, the fluid border between state-of-mind and 
state-of-body, of someone who is physically and emotionally 
isolated. Playing with language and lyric, and experimental 
and confessional forms of writing, Post-Apothecary creates 
sensations of tumbling dislocation from reality, or of feverish 
thought, for both protagonist and reader.

marketing plans 

September 
9  | reading in Perth, Ontario

Winnipeg thin air  [tbc]

Di Brandt / Brandon University / Di Brandt class  [tbc]

21  | Kingston Writers Festival

Plan 99  Series, Ottawa

November
Toronto launch, with Warren Heiti

Post-Apothecary 

poems by Sandra Ridley
isbn 1-897141-45-9
978-1-897141-45-8
$20 | paper
September 2011

cover art by Holly Farrell

jonarno lawson  has been writing poetry 
for many years. He has run dozens of poetry 
workshops with people of all ages, and was 
the recipient of a Chalmer’s Arts Fellowship to 
research lap, finger and bouncing rhymes (and 
games) cross-culturally. His previous Pedlar 
title, Black Stars in a White Night Sky, won The 
Lion & the Unicorn Award for Excellence in 
Children’s Literature, 2007 . 

marketing plan
 
November
Launch in Toronto

There, Devil, Eat That is a book of poems about love, false 
starts, family, relationships, body parts, lost friends, ancestors 
and origins, problems, angels, war and travels. This is 
Lawson’s first book of adult poetry since 1999  and it shows 
the influence of the many intervening years he’s spent writing 
poetry for children. His language is playful and clear - he 
avoids obscurity, but not complexity.

previous books
 
Think Again [children’s poetry], Kids Can Press, 2010 , 
Illustrated by Julie Morstad

This (and That was That) [adult poetry], Greenboathouse Press, 
2009

A Voweller’s Bestiary [children’s poetry], Porcupine’s Quill, 
2008 , Illustrated by the author

Black Stars in a White Night Sky [children’s poetry], Pedlar 
Press, 2006 , Illustrated by Sherwin Tjia
American edition: Wordsong, Boyds Mills Press, 2008

The Man in the Moon-fixer’s Mask [children’s poetry]
Pedlar Press, 2004 , Illustrated by Sherwin Tjia
American edition: Wordsong, Boyds Mills Press. 2006

Inklings [adult poetry and aphorisms], Exile Editions Ltd., 
1999

Love is an Observant Traveller [adult poetry and aphorisms]
Exile Editions Ltd., December, 1997

There, Devil, eat That 
[working title]

poems by by JonArno Lawson
isbn 1-897141-44-0
978-1-897141-44-1
$20 | paper
November 2011

cover art 
Nondescript No. 6  by David Ellwand
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Recent Releases 

Marrow, Willow

poems by Maureen Hynes
edited for the Press by Alayna Munce 

isbn 1-897141-39-4
978-1-897141-39-7

$20 | paper

Wore Down 
Trust 

poems by Michael Blouin
isbn 1-897141-40-8
978-1-897141-40-3

$20 | paper

intention
implication

Wind
fiction by Ken Sparling
isbn 1-897141-41-6
978-1-897141-41-0

$21 | paper

Recent Releases 

Blood Relatives
a novel by Craig Francis Power

isbn 1-897141-35-1
978-1-897141-35-9

$21 | paper

Revenge Fantasies 
of the Politically

Dispossessed
a novel by Jacob Wren
isbn 1-897141-36-x
978-1-897141-36-6

$20 | paper

Active Pass
poems by Jane Munro
isbn 1-897141-38-6
978-1-897141-38-0

$20 | paper

The Little 
Seamstress

poems by Phil Hall
isbn 1-897141-32-7
978-1-897141-32-8

$20 | paper 

Book
a novel by Ken Sparling

isbn 1-897141-33-5
978-1-897141-33-5

$21 | paper

Anderson
a novel by Michael Boyce

isbn 1-897141-37-8
978-1-897141-37-3

$21 | paper

The others  
Raisd in Me

plunderverse by Gregory Betts
isbn 1-897141-30-0
978-1-897141-30-4

$20 | paper 

The Plight House
a novel by Jason Hrivnak

isbn 1-897141-31-9
978-1-897141-31-1

$20 | paper 

ivan’s Birches
poems by Barry Dempster

isbn 1-897141-27-0
978-1-897141-27-4

$20 | paper 

Sweet
poems by Dani Couture

isbn 1-897141-34-3
978-1-897141-34-2

$20 | paper

Permiso
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 1-897141-26-2
978-1-897141-26-7

$20 | paper

The incident Report
a novel by Martha Baillie

isbn 1-897141-25-4
978-1-897141-25-0

$21 | paper 

Nominated 
pat lowther 

memorial 
award

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

2009 
The Globe & Mail

best 100
books

Longlist  
giller
prize 
2009 

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Nominated 
2010 bmo 

winterset 
award
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Backlist Backlist

Winner 
 t r i l l i u m 

awa r d

Finalist 
the lion 

& unicorn 
award
(usa) 

Finalist  
e.j. pratt

poetry 
award 
2007 

Winner 
the lion 

& unicorn 
award
2007 

Nominated 
bc book 

prize 

Finalist 
2007 
edna

staebler 
award 

Finalist 
2007 

governor
general’s 

award 

Drowning Lessons
poems by Maureen Scott Harris  

isbn 0-9732140-8-2
paper |  $21

The Man in the  
Moon-Fixer’s Mask

a children’s book by JonArno Lawson 
illustrated by Sherwin Tjia

isbn 0-9732140-9-0
cloth | $25

Stormy Weather: Foursomes
poems by Stan Dragland

isbn 1-897141-01-7
cloth | $25

Black Stars in a White 
night Sky

a children’s book by  
JonArno Lawson

Illustrated by Sherwin Tjia
isbn 1-897141-07-6

cloth | $22

Hannus
a poetic biography  

by Rachel Lebowitz
isbn 1-897141-11-4

paper | $23

Small Arguments
poems by Souvankham Thammavongsa

isbn 0-9732140-5-8
paper | $17.95

Between
stories by Laurie Petrou
isbn 1-897141-10-6

paper | $23

The Book of Skeletons
poems by Rachel Vigier
isbn 1-897141-05-x

paper | $20

Good Meat 
poems by Dani Couture
isbn 1-897141-09-2

paper | $20

Let’s Pretend we 
never Met

poems by Nathaniel G. Moore
isbn 1-897141-15-7
978-1-897141-15-1

paper | $20

Families are Formed
Through Copulation

drama by Jacob Wren
isbn 1-897141-12-2
978-1-897141-12-0

paper | $22

nerve Language
poems by Brian Henderson

isbn 1-897141-13-0
978-1-897141-13-7

paper | $20

2007 
The Globe & Mail

best 100
books

Winner 
relit award 
for poetry

New Quarterly 
most beloved 
poet award

Winner 
c a a /booktv 
emerging

author
award

Found
poems by 

Souvankham Thammavongsa
isbn 1-897141-14-9
978-1-897141-14-4

paper | $20

The Drowned Lands
a novel by Stan Dragland

isbn 1-897141-19-x
978-1-897141-19-9

paper | $22 

i’m not going to 
lie to you

poems by Mike Blouin
isbn 1-897141-17-3
978-1-897141-17-5

paper | $20

As Good As Dead  
[A cautionary tale]

a novel by Stan Rogal
isbn 1-897141-16-5
978-1-897141-16-8

paper | $20

Side effect
graphic work by Lorenz Peter

isbn 1-897141-18-1
978-1-897141-18-2

paper | $20

Skin Room 
a novel by Sara Tilley
isbn 1-897141-20-3
978-1-897141-20-5

paper | $22 

Finalist  
lampman-

scott 
award 
2008 

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
nl arts
council 

winterset
award 

Nominated 
thomas h
raddall
atlantic
fiction 

prize 

AS
GOOD 

AS 
DEAD

(a cautionary tale)

Stan Rogal

Adapted  
to film by 

paramita 
nath 

Personal History
a suite of personal essays  

by Roo Borson
isbn 1-897141-21-1
978-1-897141-21-2

paper | $20 

Watermarks
poems by Joanne Page
isbn 1-897141-23-8
978-1-897141-23-6

paper | $20 

Nominated 
 t r i l l i u m 

awa r d
2 0 0 8

The Bewilderments 
of Bernard Willis

a novel by Aaron Peck
isbn 1-897141-22-x
978-1-897141-22-9

paper | $20

Salt Physic
poems by Jacqueline Larson

isbn 1-897141-24-6
978-1-897141-24-3

paper | $20 

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

The  
Reflecting P0ol
poems by Maleea Acker
isbn 1-897141-29-7
978-1-897141-29-8

paper | $20

Last Taxi to 
nutmeg Mews

a memoir by Sarah Murphy
isbn 1-897141-28-9
978-1-897141-28-1

paper | $22



Backlist Backlist

Sex Libris
poems by Antonella Brion

isbn 0-9681884-0-0
paper | $19.95

The only-Good Heart
a novel by Beth Goobie
isbn 0-9681884-1-9

paper | $21.95

Fishing Up the Moon
a novel by Anne Hines
isbn 0-9681884-3-5

paper | $19.95

Lilac in Leather
a novel by Sarah Murphy

isbn 0-9681884-2-7
paper | $24

JourneyMind
a novel by Brad Thomas Batten

isbn 0-9686522-4-7
paper | $22.95

Personal effects
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 0-9686522-0-4

paper | $18.95

Wild Mouse
short prose & a suite of poems 
by Derek McCormack and 

Chris Chambers
isbn 0-9681884-4-3

paper | $15.50

The Girls Who Dream Me
poems by Beth Goobie
isbn 0-9681884-6-x

paper | $18.95

Rocket Science
a novel by Julia Gaunce
isbn 0-9686522-1-2

paper | $21.95

Animal Life in Bucharest
poems by John Degen
isbn 0-9681884-8-6

paper | $14.95

Mouthing the Words
a novel by Camilla Gibb

isbn 0-9681884-5-1
paper | $21.95

Lake Where no one Swims
poems by Chris Chambers

isbn 0-9681884-7-8
paper | $18.50

Killing Things
poems by John Degen
isbn 0-9686522-8-x

paper | $19.95

Cheez 100
an artbook by Fiona Smyth

isbn 0-9686522-2-0
paper | $25

Monkey
a novel by Michael Boyce

isbn 0-9732140-7-4
paper | $22

Persuasion for a  
Mathematician
poems by Joanne Page
isbn 0-9732140-3-1

paper | $21

Circadia
poems by Alison Watt
isbn 1-897141-02-5

paper | $20

Charisma
a novel by  

Margaret Christakos
isbn 0-9681884-9-4

paper | $20.95

Lesbian national Parks  
and Services

Field Guide to north America
by Rangers Dempsey and Millan

isbn 0-9686522-6-3  
paper | $28

[untitled]
a novel by Ken Sparling
isbn 0-9732140-1-5

cloth | $22.95

The Fifth Girl
poems by May Chan

isbn 0-9686522-5-5
paper | $19.95

Chaos Mission
a graphic novel by Lorenz Peter

isbn 0-9732140-0-7
paper | $25

on every Stone
poems by Rachel Vigier
isbn 0-9686522-9-8

paper | $19.95

Pale Red Footprints
poems by K.I. Press

isbn 0-9686522-3-9
paper | $18.95

Simple Master
poems by Alice Burdick
isbn 0-9686522-7-1

paper | $19.95

The Forgotten Voices  
of Jane Dark

short fiction and essays by Sarah Murphy
isbn 0-9732140-4-x

paper | $22

Nominated 
 t r i l l i u m 

awa r d

Winner 
 t o r o n t o

b o o k 
awa r d

Nominated 
 g e o r g e s
b u g n e t 
awa r d

Nominated 
 t o r o n t o

b o o k 
awa r d

Under the Poet Tree
a Centauri Anthology

edited by Beth Follett, with Laura 
Farina & Glenn Clifton
isbn 0-9732140-6-6

paper | $18.70

For Those whom God has 
Blessed with Fingers

a novel by Ken Sparling
isbn 1-897141-03-3

paper | $22

Doug Wright
Award 2006 

best 
emerging

talent 

Nominated 
pat lowther 

memorial 
award

Public Works
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 0-9732140-2-3

paper | $19.95

This Woman Alphabetical
poems by Laura Farina
isbn 1-897141-04-1

paper | $20

Dark Adpatation
a graphic novel by Lorenz Peter

isbn 1-897141-06-8
paper | $22

Dried Tangerine Skin
poems by May Chan
isbn 1-897141-08-4

paper | $20

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Winner 
archibald 
lampman 

award

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction
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A note on Design

Pedlar Press’s designer, E.A. Hobart (Zab), has achieved 
for herself and the house ten Alcuin Society Excellence in 
Book Design citations. In 2009 Ms Hobart sat as juror 
for the Alcuin Awards. Guided by the house vision to 
be “small, gutsy and gorgeous,” Ms Hobart strives to use 
innovation in her design of the books through the mixing 
of traditional and modern elements. When content allows, 
a title’s design will offer a sort of daring playfulness. 
Covers are attractive, using artwork by Canadian artists 
such as Michael Pittman, Dana Holst, Mary Pratt,  
Marysol Foucault, Will Gill, Annie Pootoogook and 
Janieta Eyre. Text arrangements are inviting, the typefaces  
carefully chosen. The printing, on lovely, often textured, 
papers, can produce subtle contrast with the selected 
typefaces. In short, the excellence maintained in the 
production of Pedlar Press books, in addition to the fine 
ideas found within, make Pedlar Press’s books unsurpassed 
in the Canadian literary landscape.  

the publisher wishes to acknowledge the ongoing and 
necessary financial support gratefully received from the Canada 
Council for the Arts and the Ontario Arts Council.

Beth Follett  Publisher 
po box 26 station p  toronto on m5s  2s6  416.534.2011   feralgrl@interlog.com   www.pedlarpress.com



The Wayfarer, 
Perceiving the pathway to truth,
Was struck with astonishment.
It was thickly grown with weeds.

“Ha,” he said,
“I see that no one has passed here in a long time.”
Later he saw that each weed
Was a singular knife.

“Well,” he mumbled at last,
“Doubtless there are other roads.” 

— The Wayfarer by Stephen Crane ( 1871-1900)


